QUARTERLY
JOURNAL OF
STUFF THAT
WORKS &
CAN MAKE
YOU MONEY!

The Bulletin was
created to help share
product and system
news that we believe
could help find new
customers, develop
new business, and introduce new products
or significant developments with all of our
manufacturing partners
We will also attempt to
demystify some of the
more complex issues
of our industry and put
in plain English!

BRAVO

Issue

All the Other Stuff
Take Advantage of a Changing Business

Usable Info
We will be writing this
for and sending this to
only the Dealer Sales
Reps and Leaders we
work with. This will
allow us to offer more
candid information on
products, pricing, and
competitive placement—and let you decide what and with
whom you want to
share this with.
We’ll be interested in
your feedback—good
and not so good—so
please don’t hesitate to
share—and knowing
most of you—I know
that won’t be an issue!

In a recent study and resulting article
by CBRE who looked at overall spending
for furniture and fixtures for projects
they have been involved in they noted
upwards of 80% of the total dollars
spent were on Ancillary products.
These are products other than the typical “systems” type cubical furniture—
including height adjustable tables, nontask seating, soft seating, conference
and casual tables, mobile screens and
marker boards, acoustic treatments,
lighting, and audio-video equipment.
Not too long ago BIFMA kept track of
the product mix of their member manufacturers and would regularly report
50% of total shipments were “Systems”
type furniture, 25% task seating, 15%
Filing, and 10% “everything else”!

Those days are long gone! Now apparently 80% of a Project is made up of nonsystems and seating products. Might help
explain why profit margins are as low all
the way around as they are on systems
and task seating products!?!
Projects are one thing—but its been my
experience that one of the surest ways to
gain access into a new account is to try to
find something to sell them when they
DON’T have a project underway. Everyone wants to sell something when there is
a major opportunity going on—but fewer
are around when it’s one chair or monitor
arm or task light at a time. Some of the
best projects I was ever involved in
were birthed from providing clients a single item at a time with
excellent customer service.

ANCILLARY

Giotto Suspended Elements

So what is some of the “other stuff” that is in
demand today. Looking around offices today the ancillary opportunities are virtually
everywhere. The greatest opportunity I see
consistently in every office is the noisy environments our Open Plan offices have produced by eliminating virtually all the walls
and barriers to sound. Our Snowsound panels have been in high demand from clients
ranging from legal, to healthcare to tech to
hospitality and restaurants. With the expanding variety of shapes, sizes and colors
you can offer clients not only incredible
sound mitigating products, but also great
design and color punch for any space.

We were really excited to bring on the
products from KFI—they sit exactly in the
epicenter of this ancillary revolution. Café
spaces, outside gathering spaces, training
and collaboration spaces and public beamseating represents huge opportunities for
each of us and their products rock! The
Designers we have shown this product to
have all embraced them as “exactly what
we were looking for!” Check out Page 4 for
more on KFI—but they are the essence of
Ancillary products!
Our Public Soft Seating options with OCI
Sitwell have also been on the fast track.
Their soft-seating is well built and available
in every finish you can imagine—from vinyl
and faux leathers to fine leather and COM.

Snowsound Mitesco Acoustic Panels

Printing on Oversize Panels

Snowsound Fabric

Another need we see everywhere is the
need for mobile dry erase boards and collaboration space products. More work is being
done in the café, informal meeting spaces,
huddle rooms and open spaces around
workstations—the ability to pull up a marker
board to help in the collaboration process is
huge!

And since we all know SPEED KILLS—their 5
-Day ship program give you another great
tool to WOW your clients.
And nothing is more ancillary than AudioVideo. We are truly excited about our new
AV Partner, Tempest Technology. They
have offices in both the Seattle and Portland metro areas and pride themselves on
their level of service, both on Day One installations—but more importantly on Day
Two services and customer service requirements. For complete expertise and confident hand-holding through the processes,
we’re your AV resource!

MergeWorks Urban Wall and Screens

See www.bravopartners.net for links to all

SNOWSOUND
Its been an AMAZING
year at Snowsound!
NeoCon was a very special
event this year for Snowsound—they introduced
more new products than
ever before in their history! And from the reaction
and awards, the response
was overwhelming!
Snowsound Fabric

Snowsound Fabric was unveiled
and seen for the first time. This
impressive fabric will be sold as a
cut-yardage product and can be
applied to roller-shades, curtains,
upholstery—anyplace you can
install fabric, this sound absorption material will help improve
acoustics. A unique application
was shown in the Snowsound
Flowers!

Giotto

New circular designs were introduced—
Giotto can be either wall mounted or suspended from a ceiling. It can also be used as
a suspended light fixture.

Diesis Elements

Printing

We can now print basic designs on our Panels. What a great way to add some creative
punch as well as acoustic treatments to any
space. These can be mounted via a hidden
“French cleat” or suspended from the ceiling
with aircraft style metal cables.

Baffle Panels in Ceiling Mount

NeoCon Hallways
Several of the hallways on the 7th floor contained creative displays of product—our presence was
definitely
seen and
heard
throughout
the Mart!

www.Snowsound.com

Baffle Panels in a Restaurant

Flap Tiles Adding Design Punch

KFI SEATING
Product Up-date

Most of you may not have heard of KFI before—but you
have seen their products! Whether it’s at a hotel conference room, or corporate café or outdoor
patio—they are there! The Challenge has
been—Who are these guys and how can I
sell their stuff?
KFI is a manufacturer of commercial furniture based in Louisville, Kentucky. They
manufacture a broad offering of tables
and chairs that fit almost any seating solution for Commercial, Hospitality, Education, Government and Healthcare. Most products are manufactured or assembled right there in Louisville. Their mission is to become a market leader for the ever changing
work environment by continuously improving our SPEED,
SERVICE, DESIGN and VALUE.
KFI products range from utilitarian to downright gorgeous!
From iron and
teak outdoor
furniture to
their new solid
UrbanLoft
hardwood tables to their
steam-bent
birch plywood
chairs to their amazing Anodized Aluminum Frame indoor/
outdoor chairs and stools.
And here’s one of the most
amazing things—they ship
lightening fast! I mean 24hours FAST! You can
“customize” almost any of
their products—and they
still ship FAST—like 2-weeks

Looking for the perfect ancillary provider—look no further! Page
through their printed catalog or go online and tour thru their
offering and you will recognize their products almost instantly!

Another amazing thing about KFI is their business philosophy!
“Our products may change but our philosophy does not. First and
foremost, we are a customer focused organization. Everything we
do is based on improving the customer experience.”
How many times have
any of us “stumbled”
across an opportunity
that is late in the sales
process and we need
almost instantaneous
responses? Happens all
to frequently! KFI is
your ace-in-the-hole!
Not only will their pricing impress you and
your clients—but their
ability to ship quickly and completely will make customers for life!
You can contact them at 80/457-5073 or at www.kfiseating.com
or through our website—or just call us and we’ll light things up for
you!

fast! And their price points
will be even more amazing!
We have already had some
great wins for KFI. Check
these guys out!

TAYCO SWITCH
Product Up-date

SWITCH has launched! Designed in collaboration with
Fig40, a Toronto-based industrial design firm, SWITCH
checks a lot of boxes. Functionally it offers all the capabilities demanded from sophisticated systems products.
Fit and finish is
sure to impress
any customer
or specifier!
SWITCH is loaded with value
added feature
most other
product offering in this price point can only dream of!
The attention to detail is phenomenal! One example is
the option of having either plexi or real glass in the upmounted panel caps. Dry-erase boards are also an option in this space! Coat hooks built into the end-cap details. Transition height power outlets, including USB
charging ports!
Production is in full swing and lead-times are 5-7 weeks!

Check us out at:

The product is aimed a target audience that typically moves their furniture infrequently, yet demands high build quality, configuration flexibility,
and a price-point that few can attain without
shredding dealer margins! Price-point target at 10
-15% below our current Cosmo product—this is a
category
killer!

The product is
specifying and
shipping now!
Pictures tell so
more than
words!
Here a
few
more!

www.tayco.com

OCISITWELL
Product Up-date

Carrying on the theme of Fast Furniture—Sitwell has
just rolled-out their new QuickShip program—its their
5 DAYS OR LESS Program! The vast majority of their
product line is now available to ship in...

The new RAVE chair series, featuring Mesh backs
and upholstered seats in THREE frame colors;
Black, Grey, and White are ALL in the program!

The program isn’t just task seating—they have
included their STACK Series as well. Both the SV
and SD series are included. Stools too!
The breath of this program is HUGE! From leather management/conference seating like their ICONIC to one of
my favorite chairs of all time—the
OVATION V with its mesh back AND
SEAT! This is an Aeron killer! You
have to check this chair out...it sits
right and the look rocks! The Mesh
seat, upholstered seat and even
the STOOL is available on this brand
new program!

The Sitwell Ovation Series is a category killer. The list
price will shock you! And they ship in 5-DAYS!

And check out the color options!

All available with your standard discount, SPIFF
and Standard freight program! Call us or check
out their program online at website below!

Speed Kills!

Check us out at:

www.sitwell.com

Tech Talk

Hook Me Up!
Think back over all the space plans you have ever
seen. Big ones. Small ones. Ever see one without a
conference room in it? Ever seen one without an entry
reception area in it? Ever seen one without a break
area or café in it? I would wager you haven’t. What is
the single common feature in all these spaces? A TV
or image display. Who put it there?
Every year the Business and Institutional Furniture
Manufacturer Association (BIFMA) publishes their research on how much furniture is expected to be sold in
North America annually. This is known as the Industry
Potential. For the past several years that number has
hovered around $14Billion Dollars. The similar AudioVideo Association (InfoComm) publishes their Annual
Industry Potential for the same market (N. America).
This year its close to $110Billion Dollars! Read that
number again! Of that total industry potential, they estimate nearly 40% of that total volume is spent on
equipment going into business conference, meeting,
break and other shared spaces within a firm. (The rest
goes into retail, hospitality, health care, sports, transportation, education, and governmental spaces). That
is about $44Billion! That’s more than 3 times the total
furniture industry potential! Three Times!
The AV equipment most commonly found in these
spaces is a Flat Screen/TV or projector and screen to
share images. (what’s the difference between a TV
and Flat Screen? A TV has a tuner in it—a flat screen
does not. Issue has become almost irrelative since
most of us use an external cable box for our program
content). The large Flat Screen has become the
“systems furniture” portion of the AV World, in other
words low margins with little to differentiate one product from another. The magic (and the margin) comes
from connecting the Flat Screen to the various devices
that help share the content contained on the various
laptops, tablets, and networks we all routinely access.
“Content Sharing” is a rapidly growing sector of the
market—mostly because it’s the key element for user
friendliness. The harder, or more complicated we
make our AV Systems to use for common activities

the more complaints we’re going to receive and
less satisfied our customers are going to be! No
one wants unhappy customers—especially in areas
that stretch our knowledge base. So how can we
master what the AV Industry calls a Hang-andBang”?? (which is slang for hanging the TV and
banging out the work because its one of the basics
of the industry).
First acquire a source for Flat Screens or TV’s.
The AV industry uses Distributors to supply the
bulk of the gear. There are some major ones;
Stampede, Starin, Almo, AV-IQ to name a few.
They will sell to almost anyone with a business license. We also source an amzing number of TV’s
from Costco and Video Only. (Beware—a consumer TV hung in a business location voids the warranty—so be sure to register the TV to a person or use
a Prosumer or Commercial model for warranty coverage—these cost more—but are beefier models).
These Distributors can also supply the mounts and
Sharing Devices.
Sharing Devices are
designed to either plug in
a dongle to a laptop’s
USB or create their own
WiFi or AppleAirPlay to
mirror whatever is seen
on the personal device
up on the display (TV or
Projection). We like Barco’s ClickShare, WiiPresent, and KLIK. Each
ranges in capabilities and price-point—but all share
a common trait—installation is fairly easy and
straightforward...making you look like a genius!
For more industry insight, check out our White
Paper or call me or our Tech Partner, Tempest
Technology (www.Tempest-av.com) to rock your
clients presentations!

Don’t Fear the Gear!

MERGEWORKS
Today’s workspaces are fast, mobile, and collaborative! We need tools
that can keep up!
The Speed Racer of the Mobile Furniture World is MergeWorks! From
Mobile Dry Erase Boards to Mobile Partitions to Height Adjustable tables—
speed of change is our forte!
Our Mobile Dry Erase Boards are available in a variety of sizes; heights
and widths. Full Height or three-quarter height. Accessory rails. Casters
or glides. Material options range from glass to magnetic porcelain boards
to lightweight composites. Say it out load with display boards!
Our UrbanWall™ mobile partition walls bring style and design to visual
privacy needs. From four casters to two with glides to all glides—options
are plenty. Width and height sizes are almost as variable as the weather!
Panel materials vary from glass to plexiglass to acrylic to dry erase
board to tackable tiles. Basically if you can dream it, we’ll build it!
In a world crowded with Height Adjustable tables, ours offer just a
bit more. Duo-motor, 3-stage legs offer quiet smooth rides. Adjustable from 24 ½” to 50” and with a load limit of 330lbs. Our LED digital
readout offers Four programmable height presets. Optional components
include a pop-up power and data cubby and top-mounted modesty
panel. Our Highrise™ are an “in-stock” and built and priced to impress!

www.mergeworks.com

Who Is Bravo Partners
Bravo Partners was created to help Architects, Furniture Dealers, and End-users provide client
-centric solutions for businesses that demand enabled, reliable, and easy to use work environments, especially in Collaboration spaces. With our manufacturing partners; Snowsound, Tayco
OCI\Sitwell Seating, MergeWorks, Stilles, and KFI Seating.
We also represent the Pacific Northwest’s most comprehensive Professional-Grade single source
provider of AV, IT, Security, Telephony, Electrical & Low-voltage Contractor designed to integrate
with the Commercial Furniture Dealer network; Tempest Technologies.

Together, we are Bravo Partners!
Web-site: www.bravopartners.NET
Address: 7803—233rd Ave NE, Redmond, WA 98053
Office Phone: Office 425/868-5780
Mobile 425/890-9020
darrell@bravopartners.net

